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Abstract
The global economic movement more on accelerating phase and signify an important of globalization into next level. With prolonged trade warfare and boycotting each countries product brings more questioned to strengthen economic power of each nation. In these context, President Trump trade deal and potential risk of globalization into next level will obviously an important aspect so, in this paper we describe an idea of business deal by president Trump and its effects on upcoming globalization movement so far in order to understand the root cause and put forward a set of plan recommendation for these point.

Introduction:-
Business is an accelerating engine for any country and it has covered widen areas of economy by direct heat on national GDP. Practice of formal business emerged centuries ago and its cycle effects on employment so these will allow many countries to stand better position with concept, design principle and policies. Ruling agency always promise better opportunity to citizens and this commitment will allow many leaders to lead the nation for certain term. Keep continuing their term must win the battle and promise of all those did in past. Politics is an innovative ideology never remain constant, it keeps changing the direction upon time and sooner or later creating impact mostly gain large acceptance so elected or reelected process keep continue to alive each economy.

Mostly in parliament with multiparty democratic system, voters have their own choices and it signify the value of promise among citizen of the country. USA has brought back all those possible resources into main stream line throughout period with transparent democratic process where each citizens has an equal right. It brings people together and make believe in leader commitment to create impact within period so USA become the first nation declare transparent democracy. An election process adapts more open source to choose leader and each one has their own choices to shaping the country’s economy.

The rise of president Donald Trump and immense popularity within country with very limited timeframe after entering into politics making so many leaders to questioned about politics. Similarly, it further extend shifting paradigm of global politics outbound in other ideology try to streamline commitment and result base impact only counted by large citizens. It changes global political history and redefine the value of an individual who has strong ideology to transform concept into action. More on coming to national dignity, people unite together and support each campaigner to dignify the value of sovereignty so this has picked up new definition of all political mind shape without action and national dignity could do less effects to people. Large population even in developed nation uplifted into middle level and people trust to realize countries sovereignty comes at first place. With these node, president Donald Trump took start his campaign in 2011 and within very limited time, he has achieved more comparing those who spent lifetime in politics. Now questioned with us, whether this is just a luck favor or his
strong political ideology to shaping country into new direction? Still there are manyways to define this principle however with strong determination and opening of right ways to move forward create huge impact on US economy. Since centuries, leader define as person who could visualize and guide large people with policies and program can create impact on nation’s economy. Similarly, different social justice and bonding bring together to each social aspects however an emerging ideology in politics basically focus on two important aspects one is nation’s economy and country sovereignty other part vitally play role to become a leader. Though there has immense misconception, President Trump gaining popularity and more people trust on his commitment.

**Major Changes during Trump Administration:**

**Immigration:**
The white house has introduced two border order, few countries has banned on the list and removing Sudan and announce an end of Obama era by granting residency status of undocumented immigration but this has still in negotiation process at congress. Trump is trying to enforce entrant’s reduction plan, terminating visa lottery system and reducing an ability of current US resident to bring their relatives into the country. These has measured as strongly opposed by Democrats.

**The court:**
President Trump has an opportunity to appoint supreme court judge under senate Republicans approve an appointment of circuit court, district court and even supreme court. With over maintaining control over senate ease an upcoming election.

**The Infrastructure:**
Mr. Trump plans to open ambitious new program of infrastructure, building roads and highways and bridges and airport and tunnels and railways ease to bring more people on attraction point. Similarly, he has focused on healthcare facility and tax reform act are more on the big changes into US development.

**The Healthcare:**
The trump has signed government-run health insurance exchange program with repeal of Obamacare and looks for more progressive healthcare plan.

**The Trade:**
President Trump emphasized on “reciprocal” trade and encouraged friendly nations to take US-made product. Trump declared on reducing trade gap between major countries and ended Trans-Pacific partnership with widening gap of trade deficit resulted to create an opportunity to enlarge the coverage of American business and reducing trade gap between major countries across.

**Tax Reform:**
President Trump has announced several tax reform plan to household, small business, employee and marginalized community with great changes on reducing burden on low income family. He claimed the most substantive change in tax over 16 years, facilitating large corporate tax cut.

**The Environment:**
President Trump has outline major cuts of federal budget on environment protection relatives on President Obama environment regulat ion and enforcement. On June 1 president announced a withdrawal from Paris climate agreement. Although, there are some major changes happens on protection of energy source.

**The Economy:**
President Trump remarkable success appeared on economic reform with lowest unemployment and highest small business confidence since 45 years’ history. The stock market all time high with frequent improvement on employment side indicate an US economy better improved since decade.

**The Foreign Policy:**
President Trump promised an “American First” withdrawal US engagement in Foreign countries enhance to boost up an American economy. The remarkable achieved in Afghanistan, peace accord with North Korea, withdrawal US mission in middle east and major other changes cuts US budget to expand on trade deal. The recent Israeli-Palestinian peace negotiation and other achievement successes US to deal with major changes inwards.
Upcoming globalization movement:
.com bubble in 1998, deregulation policies and exchanging goods and services outward connect people globally. This movement largely been acceptance when UN declared globalization reform policies and improve trade deal between countries. China has become second largest exporter countries within a decade, India open more foreign investment, middle east ease to open business for foreign people, east Asia develop an economic hub and many developing countries reform their investment policies which shifted outbound investment policies and create global as a village by exchanging goods, services, idea and innovation. South Korea successfully transform its economy; Singapore remains large connect nations similarly several nations join hands together to create impact. There has been executed innovative economic reform policies which help to transform people into modern age. More on the innovation in Technology has shifted the concept of globalization by connecting concept and people even far away. Microsoft, Facebook, Amazon, Alibaba, Uber, Tesla, Air B&B, Wipro, Sysco, Huawei, Reliance, Bloomberg and more innovative company looks for minimizing cost and focus more on innovation shaping global future on digitalization and transformation of global business into new era. Within a decade, people simplified the way of connecting more easily which create large number of people into new employment opportunity and has large impact on nation’s economy. US still holds title of largest economy even several nations holds large trade deal with US. Now comes a question whether US will remain largest economy in coming many years or not? The answer no doubt yes with over $21.44 trillion counted as nominal GDP where China comes quite closer with $ 14.14 trillion followed by Japan $5.15 trillion and Germany $ 5.75 trillion. The Covid-19 pandemic and spread of virus globally shrunk global economy an average by 5.2% with 6.8% of China and 6.1% of US. Production and supply chain halted result an overall effect on service sector of each nation’s economy and predicted worse adverse effects on economy after 1980’s. similarly, travel restriction, shrunk in hotel and tourism industry highly effects on touristic nation’s which will appear a gradual effect on both China and US too. So, the question I have asked with some of the expert in economics around, mostly responded an adverse economic effects will appear after mid-march 2021. Some response economy will move forward with different ways like using more digital platform and will have increased technology business or even globalization moves quite in different ways. Very few respond, there won’t have any changes rather boost an economic movement more rapidly. Similarly, I have collected different source of information from journal, article and books or even listen expert opinion and all these explained more on “V” shape recovery less possibly cover from Covid-19 loss or even flattening the curve slowdown economic movement so vaccine is the only solution to open free economy however very less possibilities before new year begin.

Since 2000’s global economy shaping an idea of open deal with cross border trade and industry connect each other to increase output, china become largest trade hub and cover widen areas by inviting famous companies into manufacturing and assembly sector. Low production cost and supply chain integration simplified more companies installed their business in China and it becomes global super power within limited time frame. Similarly, US looks for an opportunity cost to boosting its economy tie up with china so these two giant world economy counter each other to deal with specific business deal and will compete each other in coming days too. It might explain that globalization become streamline to trigger business looks for an opportunity into outbound arena.

President Trump business deal and next globalization movement:
At the end of cold war and the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991, the US appeared to become a superpower. However, US has been the regional superpower of the Western Hemisphere since the middle of the 19th century. Global political and economic intervention allow US to deal in major issues so far many countries trust to make alliances for peace deal or even safeguard countries from terror activities. An initial deal with Middle East petrochemical product, European fossil fuel and emission gas deal, east Asia peace keeping process, evasion on Afghanistan Taliban groups and more other deal winning confidence of US intervention in different countries. These has become more powerful step towards major deal with different countries brings US economy into first position. An economic downturn in 2008 and global recession afterwards brings next level of major deal with countries with designation of reform act and policies more strengthen and achieve first level of innovation by US companies and massive investment into technology, aircraft, machinery, investment, banking, hotel industry, petrochemical companies, infrastructure and other many areas to boost up the economy. Since president Trump in white house, major economic indicator moves more rapidly towards attainment of global superpower so this has become more challenge to compete or even follow US economic growth. What president Trump major transformation into bringing troops and arm force back in US and major cuts on budget in funding for peace keeping into different countries lessor the expenditure and put that fund for US economic activities explained as a major step for shaping economy into earlier direction. Many often questioned whether next globalization movement will move as like earlier or not? I have collected feedback from different export and almost of them explained less possibilities of pre-
existing economic movement after Covid-19 and will looks for potential outreach into innovation of technology. Since almost a year cross border movement less signify and more on local consumption explained globalization will have impact more significantly when there is no people moves. Similarly, each country largely integrates on supply side and these has halted since a year so multinational company focus on producing each possible product within local available resources. This bring each countries can independently produce final product within own territory this will create major effects on Chinese economy. So, what President Trump business deal will effects on next globalization movement comes together with Covid-19 effects? Whenever global economic moves into same direction, countries become accelerating its growth through participatory efforts and largely been executed joint production of goods and services. President Trump adapted unique way of dealing each aspect more on economic point and widely cover all other fundamental things so far strengthening American deal. US in recent year more on centralizing power with different bilateral and unilateral deal whether its happens with India, Israel, Canada, Russia, Japan, Germany or even with other nation so that would increase an efficiency of US presence in other countries. Since long time, an economic warfare basically with China explained aggressive FDI intervention and build endo-pacific and Belt and Road plan by both countries highlights the union of coalition power bringing a kind of alliances in coming days. So, what President Trump deal helps to strengthen US presence and how globalization will move forward is the emerging issue at this time? Several estimate US 2020 election determine next global future some analyzes Trump re-election will more scrutinizing global movement and few other nations have an opportunity to extend their globalization moves so risk of losing superpower title by US. There are some critics more on climate change and trade deal so far with NETO, G7, G20 and recent withdrawal from WHO predict US no more accept leadership of all similarly more countries boycotting Chinese product seems both countries losing their global presence but it explained Russia on other side crucially examine these issue so benefit will grant in advance. When it comes to trade deal, President Trump aspect largely penetrate and bring more enabling environment inside and budget cuts massively outside of course bring more jobs in US and will become superpower however what global leadership aspect observed largely by many nations who could listen and bring back this planet safe for upcoming generation.

**Conclusion:**

Artificial intelligence, economic transformation, entrepreneurship and innovation mostly took start by US initially and this has become patented and copy right so far by US innovator. Since long time, investment participation and FDI cover widen space of trade deal with an extensive valued product supplied by US cover major share of global business. President Trump deal on each nation for trade outline more way of globalization however China, Russia, Germany, UK, Canada and other nations attempt to widen their coverage which might later on replace or exchange some important deal. Since President Trump in white house economic transformation and creating employment enable US economy more aggressively presence into global market however with recent advancement in other nation vibrating global economy and still many people to ask whether next globalization movement go beyond present level or more on scrutinizing its size? So, the fundamental analysis explained that an idea of business deal and connectivity along with globalization movement more on aggressive direction and many countries will open door to step each FDI or foreign investment by amending policies and program.